
DONALD POLLARO: MASTERWORKS IN CRYSTAL 
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he examples from Donald Pollard's career in glass design shown in this 
retrospective exhibition bear witness to the extraordinary range of his talent. 
His functional and ornamental designs are among our most popular. His 
major engraved works represent some of our best-known achievements . 

Under the leadership of Arthur A. Houghton, Jr., Pollard combined precious 
stones and metals with Steuben's flawless material to glorify a number of 
the great themes of Western civilization; by collaborating with outstanding 
drawing masters, he created opulent works of exceptional refinement. His 
thirty-year design contribution is a major component in Steuben's reputa
tion for excellence. 

Thomas S. Buechner 
Chairman 
Steuben Glass 
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Onald Pollard, designer and painter, was associated with Steuben Glass 
from 1950 until he retired in 1981. He is known primarily for major, one-of
a-kind engraved works derived from mythology, literature, history, and na
ture. Yet he was not preoccupied with masterworks alone. Some of Steuben's 
most admired vases and bowls are examples of his subtle use of light and 
mastery of refraction. "Light," he has said, "has almost a religious meaning 
for me." 

Architectural training gave Pollard a deep understanding of form and pro
portion. He combined this understanding with a knowledge of the decorative 
arts and a love of literary themes to achieve his most ambitious pieces . 

Pollard was one of the first Steuben designers to unify the glass form with 
the engraving so that they became inseparable. His sensitivity enabled him 
to choose engraving designers who shared his knowledge of art history and 
his concern for scale, richness, and craftsmanship. 

Attuned to the pulse and the potential of the Steuben factory (which he 
helped design), he was able to create a legendary rapport with craftspeople 
which became an important element in the success of his designs. " When I 
design a piece that is right, I can see the light both in the crystal and in the 
gaffer's eyes." 

A scholar as well as a designer and painter, Pollard particularly enjoyed doing 
research on his great themes. Looking back on his thirty-year career at Steu
ben, he discerns the theme of love permeating the roster of his work, begin
ning with Canto V, derived from Dante's tale of Francesca da Rimini and 
Paolo, right up to 1982's Crown of Oberon (opposite). 

Crown of Oberon is a blown crystal dome surmounted by a jeweled crystal
and-gold butterfly. Both parts are engraved by copper wheel with themes of 
enchantment from Shakespeare's A Midsummer Night's Dream. The front 
of the dome is engraved with Titania besotted with love for donkey-headed 
Bottom; on the back appears Puck, author of all the mischief which propels 
the play. The butterfly displays the four muddled lovers, put under a spell 
by Puck, in all their tender distress. 

This crystal dreamworld is adorned with elves and sprites, animals and in
sects, hearts and flowers. It is jeweled with diamonds, emeralds, pearls, and a 
tourmaline. 

Height 9Y2" Width 8Y2" Gold, 18 karat 
Limited to a single example 
Engraving design by Beni Montresor · Engraved by Ladislav Havlik 





THE CLASSICS (1977-1978) 
Left to right Temple Jar Height 6~" · Palace Vase Height 8Yi" · Three Fruits Bowl Diameter 7% 
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Four Flowers Bowl Diameter 7Y<l" · Vault of Heaven Vase Height6Vi" · Beaker Vase Height 9Vi" 
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THE MYTH OF ADONIS (1966) 

Crystal casket composed of engraved panels symbolizing the life, death, and 
rebirth of Adonis who represented to the early Greeks the seed of life, mani
fest in a grain of wheat and in the annual rebirth of the seasons. The upper 
panels concern the earth and the heavens, the lower panels the underworld. 

The white gold frame of the casket is ornamented with green gold leaves. 
The green gold ball feet are embellished with a lettuce leaf-a symbol of 
ephemeral life. The finial, a great stone of emerald-cut crystal, rests on green 
gold lettuce leaves. It is encircled by red gold seeds of wheat. 

Height 6 Ys" Length 6 Ys" Gold, 18 karat 
Limited to a single example 
Engraving design by Jerry Pfohl · Engraved by Roland Erlacher 

From the collection of Mr. Marcus Cunningham 
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AMERICAN EAGLE (1975) 
Length 5 Yi" 

NAPOLEON (1969) 
Height 12%" Width 10%" 
Limited to a single example 
Engraving design by Robert Ziering · Engraved by Ladislav Havlik 

From the collection of Miss Ann M. Bentley 
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THE GREAT RING OF CANADA (1967) 

Composed of twelve emerald-cut, engraved crystal plaques surmounted by 
a smaller ring of crystal and a finial of faceted crystal spheres. The plaques 
are engraved with the armorial bearings and flowers of the ten provinces and 
two territories of Canada, symbolizing the nation and the individual compo
nents that comprise it. 

On the smaller, upper ring are mounted four crystal plaques, two engraved 
with the arms of Canada, and two with a natural maple leaf enclosed in the 
formal Maple Leaf of the Canadian flag. The smaller ring is engraved in each 
quadrant with the motto of Canada: A Mari Usque Ad Mare (From sea to 
sea). 

On the centenary of Canadian nationhood in 1967, President Johnson pre
sented The Great Ring of Canada to the people of Canada from the people 
of the United States of America. 

Height 40" Diameter 28" Setting, rhodium-plated steel 
Limited to a single example 
Engraving design by Alexander Seidel 
Engraved by Ladislav Havlik and Roland Erlacher 

From the collections of National Museum of Man, 
National Museums of Canada 



---- --



MOBY DICK (1959) 
Height 8" Length 1114" 
Engraving design by Sidney Waugh 
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THE FOUR SEASONS (1969) 

Crystal coffret-conceived as a salute to the 18th century rococo style and its 
vivacious cherubs-composed of serpentine panels of engraved glass mount
ed in a frame of gold. Each panel represents one of the four seasons of the 
year. 

On the panel seen here, summer's butterflies flutter over a water lily pool 
that lies in the shade of a grove. Cherubs sail, fish, and test the water. A frog, 
unperturbed, watches from the shore. 

Height 7%" Width 6Ys" 
Gold, 24, 22, and 18 karat Sapphire, 56 karats 
Limited to a single example 
Engraving design by Alexander Seidel · Engraved by Roland Erlacher 

From a private collection 





GRECIAN URN (1962) 
Height 6Yi" 
Engraving design by Sidney Waugh 

SPIRAL VASE & BOWL (1955) 
Vase Height 6Yi" · Bowl Diameter 7" 
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SPHERE OF THE ZODIAC (1976) 

Four-part ring of crystal suggesting the imaginary sphere of the heavens, 
held within the narrower rings of an armillary sphere. Earth, a small en
graved crystal globe, hangs at the center. 

The crystal ring is engraved with the zodiac's twelve constellations, adapted 
from the Uranographia, a collection of star maps produced by the German 

· astronomer Johann Elert Bode in 1801. The constellation figures go back to 
Greek and Roman times; Bode's depictions generally follow the ancient tradi
tion as drawn by Renaissance artists. Included in the ring are only the bright
est stars, shown in five different degrees of brightness. 

The constellations are engraved by copper wheel enriched with diamond 
point stippling. The mythical configurations of the zodiac are thus rendered 
transparent, so that the earth is seen beyond them-as though viewed from 
the heavens of mythology. 

Height 19~" Width 15~" Armillary sphere and base, stainless steel 
Limited to a single example 
Engraving design adapted by Alexander Seidel 
Engraved by Roland Erlacher 

From a private collection 
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SAYINGS OF CONFUCIUS (1956) 
Height 7~" 
Engraving design by Cho Chung-Yung 

CHINESE SUN (1980) 
Height 8Y2" Base, sterling silver 
Limited to an edition of twenty-five 
Engraving design by Linchia Li · This example engraved by Ladislav Havlik 
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CHINESE PAVILION (1975) 

An oriental garden pavilion of crystal, gold, and jewels, designed in the spirit 
of 18th century chinoiserie, a Western style inspired by travelers' tales of the 
exotic East. Crystal panels set between the columns are engraved with scenes 
of court life. As chinoiserie was based on reality enhanced by imagination, 
each engraved scene includes a motif adapted from an authentic Chinese 
source. 

From a stepped base of spinach-green jade mounted on six gold chimeras, six 
. bamboo columns of green and white gold rise to support a gold fretwork 
cornice studded with twelve cabochon rubies. 

The triple pagoda roof is made of crystal, each level supported by six gold 
columns. The bottom tier covers the pavilion; the upper two tiers, smaller 
replicas of the roof below, form its two-story tower. 

Below the second tier, a six-sided terrace is surrounded by an openwork rail
ing set with forty-two step-cut emeralds. Above the third tier, the gold
capped finial culminates in a cascade of gold embellished with twelve round 
brilliant-cut diamonds. 

Height 11 :\4" Diameter 11 :\4" Gold, 18 karat 
Limited to an edition of two 
Engraving design by Alexander Seidel · Engraved by Roland Erlacher 

From a private collection 





Born in 1924 in Bronxville, New York, Donald Pollard graduated from Rhode 
Island School of Design and subsequently worked in silver in the trainee program 
of the Institute of Contemporary Art of Boston. 

A versatile designer with a range which included animals such as American Eagle, 
many cla~sic vessels, and major engraved works, he was also responsible for a num
ber of design innovations at Steuben. Among his very first functional designs were 
Spiral Bowl and Spiral Vase in which he integrated applied glass "bits" with the 
form, enhancing the play of light and spinning it through the vessel. In engraving, 
he was responsible for Steuben's first use of half polish which provides greater 
sculptural depth. 

Several of Pollard's designs have been gifts of state. Many examples of his work 
are in private and public collections throughout the world, including those of Presi
dent Dwight D Eisenhower and President John F. Kennedy; Crown Prince Akihito 
of Japan; and the Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York City. Thirteen Pollard 
designs were shown in museums throughout the United States as part of the 
"Steuben, Seventy Years of American Glassmaking" exhibition. 

"What makes my work worthwhile to me is when I give a sense of joy to the person 
who appreciates something I have done." 

Other works in the exhibition are: 
ANGEL WINDOW (1976} 

BA\1BOO VASE (1978) 

BICENTEN!\JIAL GOBLET (1975} 
From the collect on of 
Mr. & Mrs. John J. Hultzman 

CALYX BOWL (1962} 

<;:ARP BOWL (1979} 

CAT (1960} 

CAT WITH GREEN EYES (1973} 

CHINESE MOON (1980} 

DOUBLE GOURD VASE (1978} 

FLORET BOWL (1954} 

GINGER JAR (1978} 

HIGHBALL GLASS (1952) 

JAZZ (1962) 
From the collection of 
Mr & \1rs. Lawrence Marx, Jr. 

LOTUS FLOWER VASE (1979) 

MALLOW FLOWER BOWL (1978) 

OLD FASHIONED GLASS (1953) 

OWL (1955) 

PEONY BOWL (1974) 

PEONY JAR (1978) 

PINE SEED (1966} 
From the collection of 
Mr. John R. Kimberly 

PLUM BLOSSOM BOWL (1979} 

PRUNUS VASE (1977) 

SEA HORSE (1976} 

SQUARE-CUT VASE (1976} 

THE ROMANCE OF THE ROSE (1977) 
From the collection of 
Mr. & Mrs. Walter Annenberg 

THE UNICORN AND THE MAIDEN (1971} 
From the collection of 
Mr. & Mrs. Walter Annenberg 

TRILLIUM BOWL (1958} 

VERSAILLES CANDLESTICKS (1962} 

WHISKEY SOUR GLASS (1953} 

WHO HATH SEEN THE WIND? (1963} 





* STEUBEN GLASS 
a part of Corning Glass Works since 1918 

FIFTH AVENUE AT FIFTY-SIXTH STREET• NEW YORK, N.Y.10022 
TELEPHONE (212) 752-1441 


